
Dear Bill, 	 3/22/98 

Yestotday afternoon I finih1ed reading and correcting the retyped Hersh ms., 

did not do well on a relatively short epilogue (I had the manuscript fineshed be-

fore Xmas) and, a bit tired, decided to catch up on the mail rather than read and 

correct the epilog when an old friend who'd not phoned in a long time was on 

the phone. Actually, the talkin tired me, and sitting and resting afterward I 

realized that what was really tiring was that I'd walked more in the (early) 

morning. Pa put an hour in on it, with more than 50 minutes of that hour what 

passes for my walking now, and that was too much. I'd not planned on that much 

but the sdngle night-time cashier was busy so I just walked, slowly, back and 

forth until she was not busi and could chock me but. 

This is about the time 1  Leave for that walking but I'll take it easy a bit 

longer and let the hest get used to beating at items regular beat before I do 

4lay befotb yesterday I had Lil to a local specialist because her legs are 

SWellin# from fluid amd she has become so unsteady she had finally started using 

the walker that was prescribed for her two or three yearstAgo. His prescription 

for her was: walk. She has tax work this time of the year and it keeps her at 

her desk. tre said get up and walk every hour for 5-6 minutes. 

The reaction , lack of reaction, you are getting seems to be tho current 

norm and what you are trying seems to be the only way, provoking some interest. 

I do no know if it would be any bettor now with a lecture bureau., did best 
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without one.But that could have been becaus/o
12/ 
 f the one I wound up with. 

On Ray, I heard yesterday that ha had again come out of that coma bA more 

than that, and that he was to be released by the hoapital, I'd not 14eard. I did 

ke a clipping that they p4rmised to free him if he woul4 confess and that }he'll 

not do, I'm confident. 

I was so deep in that manuscript I was Mot aware of all the snow out there. 

ilood that it cleared enough for Dick to make the trip. and return loaded with food. 

I think the problems of the young and thei trouble come from, basically, 

the end of jobs for those without skill with mechanization. Their fathers and 

they cannot make a living diggin9 ditches any more. Se, there are many unwanted 
kids who mostly have parents wha had the same kind of start and there is no 

future for them that they Can see btu he time they've failed to make arrange-

ments for the future there could have been with an education, 

After my supermarket walking which held back to 20 minutes this a.m. and 

reading the Post, I wrote the enclosed letter. In a sense, this is what you now 

face. line only way ever got any of those CIA lawsuits into the papers was to 
create a man-bites-dog situation. (Which made the news this past week when it 
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happeVed, quite literally, a few miles from here. Took the ear off;) 

On inherited alcoholism: could it be that the same situation prevails and that 

situation leads to abuses like alcoholism? 

On the books, there is a verbal agreement for the campus bookstore to sell 

the books. If they back out, Jerry wants to. 

I think interest in the JFK assassination will not end. Right now there id 

less interest than I can remember. I believe that in part it io from the liver 

Stone movid. which many did believe is the factual answer and in large part from aQ 
the widespread expectation that the smoking gun will be seen when the &MB has 

finihsed its work. 

I do not remember that C-Itees Chaos memo. I remember the CIA domestic opera- 

tion with that name, against op,:esitiien to VN. 

On the King case: I decided to return to an idea I'd laid aside years ago, 

to a bock titled The King Conspiracies. I got the rough draft of two chapters 

done when Cl;L got the rasionsiiiiix retyped iiereh ms, back to me and before 1 fimoth 

finished with that, the correction in the Ilenninger/Donahue ms. Which awaits me 
/ 
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as soon as I read and corrilt the Hersh epilogue and get it copied and sent back 

to hlm. ue's done such work and done it rapidly. But if t live long enough I'll 

do another ling book, based on my work and what I fwarned from those FOIA 

records. 

Willey is, I hope, now of -he past. from her past. 

i 

real or imagined and including any pi.esident's,as worth all this fuss and attention. 

I think breakfast is ready. Thanks for the stamps. Best to both, 

/ 
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Ian inclined to belied at most people do not regard anyone'  s eex life, 


